Caribbean Cuts Bromiliads
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Product
name
Pink

Product description

Pink paddle bromeliads are 6
inches in length and have a
beautiful flat pink paddle with
deep purple flowerets that
sprout from the sides. These
flowers hold for 10 days and
are a perfect size for small
arrangements or bud vases.
They are available in
September, October,
Novemeber, and December.

Paddle
Bromiliad

Sizes
available
6 Inches

Red Flame Red Flame Bromiliads are 6 to 6 to 8
Bromiliad 8 inches tall have a beautiful Inches
red and yellow variation to
them. They hold for 10 days.
These little flowers are perfect
for little arrangements and
bud vases. They are available
in may, June, July , August,
September, October,
November and December.

Guzmania Guzmania flowers are orange 12 to 15
orange
and yellow, and they last for
Inches
and yellow 10 days looking fresh. They
come in three stem bunches
and are available in April, May
and June.
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Sizes
available
14 to 20

Bonita
Bromiliad

Bonita Flowers are available 18 Inches
year round and have a vibrant to 24
Purple, blue, and red color to inches
them. They are very hearty
and last for 10 days to two
weeks. They are available
January, February, March,
April, May, June, July, August,
September, October,
November and December

Bromiliad
Berry

These Red and Blue Berries
12 Inches
are very vibrant and work
perfect in a small arrangement
or can stand alone in bud
vases or a small vase. They
are unique to Caribbean Cuts
and are available April, and
May

Pink Guzmania flowers are
Guzmania taller then the yellow and
Inches
Orange varieties, and they last
for 10 days looking fresh.
They come in three stem
bunches and are available in
April, May and June.
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Sizes
available
12 to 15

Pink Pineapple have a
Pineapple wonderful pink color to them Inches
and a nice stem. They are
impressive enough to stand
by themselves and are always
a attract a lot of attention.
They are available January,
February, March, April, May,
June, July, August,
September, October,
November and December

Pine Apple Mini Pineapple - I don’t know 12 to 15
what it is about mini
Inches
Pineapple but they make
people happy. Just add them
to your party either as a cut
stem or cut the bottom of the
pineapple and sit it on a
dinner plate and thats all
people will talk about. They
are impressive enough to
stand by themselves and are
always a attract a lot of
attention. They are available
January,
February,
March,
Giant
These Giant
Tillandsia
12 Inches
Tillandsia Bromiliads are lining plants, in to 24
Bromiliad ta tropical zone they attach
Inches
themselves to a tree branch in
the canopy. They drink their
water endodermically and get
supplemented in frequent
rainfall. They love humidity so
in the Northeast, they need to
be sprayed or dipped in water
to get the hydration they
need. Do not let too much
water accumulate inside the
plant as this will cause them
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Neoregelia Neoregelia Cuts have

an
Orange / red color that can be
a great part of any Tropical
decoration. They are available
in August, September,
October, November, and
December.

Sizes
available
12 Inches

Falltastic

These Bromiliads rust colored 18 to 24
with a hint of yellow and are
Inches
the perfect color for fall. They
hold for 10 days to two weeks
and are perfect for an exotic
fall look. They are available in
September, October and
November.

Fire Ball
Bromiliad

These Fire ball bromeliads
5 inches
grow on vines and can often wide
be found with two or three
bromeliads on a short stem.
They have a deep Burgundy
Color that always impresses.
They are available September,
October and November.
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